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Cesium-137 is a common radioactive byproduct found in nuclear spent fuel. Given its 30 year half life, its interactions with potential storage materials—such as cement paste—is of crucial importance. In this paper, simulations are used to establish the interaction of calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H)—the main binding phase of cement paste—with Cs at the nano- and mesoscale. Different C-S-H compositions are explored, including a range of Ca/Si ratios from 1.0 to 2.0. These calculations are based on a set of 150 atomistic models, which qualitatively and quantitatively reproduce a number of experimentally measured features of C-S-H—within limits intrinsic to the approximations imposed by classical molecular dynamics and the steps followed when building the models. A procedure where hydrated Ca2+ ions are swapped for Cs1+ ions shows that Cs adsorption in the C-S-H interlayer is preferred to Cs sorption at the nanopore surface when Cs concentrations are lower than 0.19 Mol/kg. Interlayer sorption decreases as the Ca/Si ratio increases. The activation relaxation technique nouveau is used to access timescales out of the reach of traditional molecular dynamics (MD). It indicates that characteristic diffusion time for Cs1+ in the C-S-H interlayer is on the order of a few hours. Cs uptake in the interlayer has little impact on the elastic response of C-S-H. It leads to swelling of the C-S-H grains, but mesoscale calculations that access length scales out of the range of MD indicate that this leads to practically negligible expansive pressures for Cs concentrations relevant to nuclear waste repositories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove—portrayed by Peter Sellers—created an array of cobalt jacketed atomic bombs. Cobalt bombs are intended to contaminate the environment on a large scale with long-lasting radioactive materials, namely Cs-137. It is abundantly found in spent fuel and in exchange resins used to purify coolant water in nuclear power plants [1]. It is highly soluble, chemically reactive [2], and it has resins used to purify coolant water in nuclear power plants Cs-137. It is abundantly found in spent fuel and in exchange a large scale with long-lasting radioactive materials, namely Sellers—created an array of cobalt jacketed atomic bombs.

Cesium-137 is a common radioactive byproduct found in nuclear spent fuel. Given its 30 year half life, its interactions with potential storage materials—such as cement paste—is of crucial importance. In this paper, simulations are used to establish the interaction of calcium silicate hydrates (C-S-H)—the main binding phase of cement paste—with Cs at the nano- and mesoscale. Different C-S-H compositions are explored, including a range of Ca/Si ratios from 1.0 to 2.0. These calculations are based on a set of 150 atomistic models, which qualitatively and quantitatively reproduce a number of experimentally measured features of C-S-H—within limits intrinsic to the approximations imposed by classical molecular dynamics and the steps followed when building the models. A procedure where hydrated Ca2+ ions are swapped for Cs1+ ions shows that Cs adsorption in the C-S-H interlayer is preferred to Cs sorption at the nanopore surface when Cs concentrations are lower than 0.19 Mol/kg. Interlayer sorption decreases as the Ca/Si ratio increases. The activation relaxation technique nouveau is used to access timescales out of the reach of traditional molecular dynamics (MD). It indicates that characteristic diffusion time for Cs1+ in the C-S-H interlayer is on the order of a few hours. Cs uptake in the interlayer has little impact on the elastic response of C-S-H. It leads to swelling of the C-S-H grains, but mesoscale calculations that access length scales out of the range of MD indicate that this leads to practically negligible expansive pressures for Cs concentrations relevant to nuclear waste repositories.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Stanley Kubrick’s Dr. Strangelove—portrayed by Peter Sellers—created an array of cobalt jacketed atomic bombs. Cobalt bombs are intended to contaminate the environment on a large scale with long-lasting radioactive materials, namely Cs-137. It is abundantly found in spent fuel and in exchange resins used to purify coolant water in nuclear power plants [1]. It is highly soluble, chemically reactive [2], and it has an intermediate half life of 30.17 years [3] along with a high radioactivity of 3.2 × 1012 Bq/g [3–5]. It can penetrate into the soil and enter the food chain [6], making this element dangerous to human health. Thus, Cs-137 should be confined.

In this context, concrete and its binder—cement paste—are leading candidates as storage materials for low- and mid-level nuclear waste. Also, as some of the main structural materials used for the construction of nuclear power plants, their ability to sorb or contain Cs is of technological interest, notably in reactor leakage and decommissioning scenarios. As a consequence, a number of experiments were conducted to understand the behavior of Cs in cement paste. We refer the reader to a review by Evans [7] about the binding mechanisms of radionuclides to cement. There is a consensus that C-S-H is the main phase responsible for Cs binding [8–11] and that the main sorption process of Cs in CSH is ion exchange [11–13]. We note that the effect of the Ca/Si ratio of the C-S-H on the Cs retention is the subject of debate in the literature—most studies found that Cs retention decreases with an increase of the Ca/Si ratio [7,11,14,15], but one study found the opposite [16]. Iwaida et al. [9] suggest that Cs fragments the tobermorite-type layer. Tobermorite is a C-S-H mineral, with a Ca/Si ratio of 0.83, which is composed of oxide planes separated by hydrated interlayers, thought to resemble the oxide layers of C-S-H in cement paste. They also observe expansion of the basal plane distance after sorption of Cs. In regards to mechanical properties, Hoyle and Grutzeck [17] showed that compressive strength is changed by the addition of Cs, but in a nonsystematic way. In regard to kinetics, Cs sorption time is roughly one day [15,18].

There are also a number of computational studies of Cs. We also note reports involving lighter alkali elements—K and Na—as their behavior in C-S-H is—to some extent—analogous to that of Cs. Dezerald et al. [19] studied the ability of C-S-H to contain nuclear waste: C-S-H was mechanically stable upon insertion of Sr-90 and its daughter nucleus, Y-90 and Zr-90. Ruiz Pestana et al. [20] calculated ion diffusion barriers in nonswelling clays—namely Illite, a more ordered
system than C-S-H. They found activation barriers of the order of 50 kCal/mol for K+ and Cs+ diffusion in C-S-H. Ozcelik and White [21] found similarly large barriers (approx. 30 kCal/mol) for Na+ diffusion in tobermorite, which is expected to have a smaller diffusion barrier than Cs+, because of its small ionic radius. Also, they find that hydrated Ca2+ are more likely to be exchanged for alkali ions than intralayer Ca or Si. Finally, Jiang et al. [22] recently reported MD simulations of Cs ions binding to a tobermorite nanopore surface. They observe exchange of Ca2+ for Cs+. However, they did not assess sorption in the hydrated interlayer, nor have they estimated the effect of adsorption on the mechanical properties of cement paste.

In this paper, multiscale calculations—both length and time scales—of the thermodynamics, kinetics, and mechanical effects of Cs sorption in C-S-H are reported. The thermodynamics are computed using a semigrand canonical framework. The kinetics are calculated using transition-state theory, a long timescale framework. The mechanical properties of the Cs-containing C-S-H are calculated by a mix of nanoscale and mesoscale calculations. We conclude the paper with a short discussion and conclusions.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Interaction force field

Force and energies are calculated using the CSHFF [23] potential, adapted for alkali ions. CSHFF [23] is itself based on ClayFF [24]. This potential has a Coulombic part, Van der Waals interactions, as well as harmonic bonds for hydroxyl groups and harmonic angular springs for water. The C-S-H and nanopore models built with this potential have been thoroughly validated against experiments [25,26]. All the parameters for the CSHFF are as described in Ref. [23]. The original ClayFF does have a parametrization for Cs+, but CSHFF does not. The former is introduced into the latter. A partial charge of 0.852765 e− is given to the Cs ion, to be consistent with the rest of the CSHFF model. The Van der Waals equilibrium distance parameters $R_{0,i,j}$ between the Cs ions and the surrounding atoms are determined by arithmetic averaging. The validity of this parametrization of alkali interactions in CSHFF was successfully benchmarked against the equilibrium volume and atomic positions in the unit cell of three alkali-rich mineral structures: combeite [27], hydroxyapophyllite [28], and senkevichite [29]. More details of this validation can be found in the Supplemental Material [30].

The MD calculations in this study are performed using the LAMMPPS package [31], with a timestep of 1 fs for NVT and NPT simulations. The Nose-Hoover thermostat is used.

B. Nanoscale C-S-H models

The C-S-H models from Ref. [26] are used. There are 150 such atomistic models, each containing about 500 atoms, with Ca/Si ratio varying from 1 to 2. A model is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 1. They have been shown to reproduce diffraction, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), water uptake, silica chain length, thermal conductivity, and mechanical measurements [26,32–34]. These models were built using the following procedure:

1. Start with tobermorite 11 Å.

2. Remove all water.
3. Remove random SiO2.
4. Adsorb water at 1 bar using GCMC (CSHFF).
5. React using reactive MD (ReaxFF).
6. Proceed to simulated annealing (CSHFF).

There are other proposals as to the atomistic structure of C-S-H. For instance, Kumar et al. [35] proposed a structure based on tobermorite 14 Å that systematically introduced well defined defects, namely removing SiO2 bridging sites, via a Monte Carlo procedure. It turns a so-called $Q^{(2)}$ site into a $Q^{(1)}$ site, which in turns requires introduction of $H^+$ and $CaOH^+$ to locally conserve charge. They also allow for introduction of $H_2O$ and $Ca(OH)_2$. The defect is considered adequate if experimental atomic bond distances, coordination numbers, and local charge balance are reproduced after a DFT structural relaxation. The Monte Carlo procedure is repeated until the distribution of silica chain length satisfies ratios based on the experimentally observed proportions of $Q^{(2)}$ and $Q^{(1)}$. The outcome is a structure that closely reproduces the NMR data, with no glassy behavior even at Ca/Si ratio > 1.5. One should note that their Monte Carlo method and analysis of the NMR data explicitly exclude the presence of silica monomers ($Q^{(0)}$).

Another recent proposal was made by Kovačević et al. [36,37]. Their scheme is also based on modifying tobermorite, removing SiO2 from bridging silicate sites and adding Ca ions to the interlayer. Water is introduced randomly—given geometrical constraints—in order to obtain a target H/Si ratio. Charge is then balanced by removing $H$ ions from water near Ca ions. The ReaxFF and PM6 force fields are then used to react the system and relax it. This procedure led to energetically favorable results, compared to procedures where silica were removed from random sites or where no $CaOH^+$ was added to the interlayer.

One important point of debate is the presence of silica monomers ($Q^{(0)}$) in the Qomi et al. [26] models. One factor of this debate was that NMR measurements were inconclusive. However, a recent high-resolution NMR study [38] quantified the $Q^{(0)}$ fraction at 5%. This is in good agreement with the Qomi models, that predicts a value of 6%, if averaged over the experimental Ca/Si ratio distribution. Another point raised by Kovačević et al. [36,37] is that selecting random SiO2 sites for deletion led to C-S-H systems with a higher energy than those where bridging SiO2 sites were chosen. However, their
procedure is different from that of Qomi et al. in three ways. First, water is introduced through GCMC by Qomi et al., while it is introduced geometrically by Kovačević et al. Second, Qomi et al. used the CSH-FF potential, while Kovačević et al. used PM6. Third, Qomi et al. performed a simulated anneal of the configurations, which was not performed by Kovačević et al. A last point to highlight is that the Ca-Si layers in C-S-H with a high Ca/Si ratio tend to be deprotonated [39], which in turn leads to increase in CaOH⁻ content in the interlayer. The procedure employed by Qomi et al. does not guarantee this deprotonation of the Ca-Si layer, although it does predict the correct number of Ca-OH bonds per Si atom. Nonetheless, the models by Qomi et al. [26] were extensively validated against experiments, as mentioned above, to a far greater extent than any other model, to the best of our knowledge. For this reason, they were chosen as a basis for this study.

It should be emphasized that the choice of force field has an impact on the physical accuracy of our calculations that is likely comparable to—or larger than—the details of the model’s nanostructure. Nonetheless, the models by Qomi et al. [26] were extensively validated against experiments to a far greater extent than any other model, to the best of our knowledge. For this reason, they were chosen as a basis for this study.

C. Semigrand canonical Monte Carlo

Sorption of Cs⁺ in the C-S-H interlayer was simulated. An ion exchange mechanism similar to that found in clay minerals is assumed—i.e., maintaining ionic charges content throughout the process. In all calculations, each addition of two Cs⁺ ions is balanced by removing one Ca²⁺. Our tests showed that hydrated Ca³⁺ sites are energetically preferable to the removal of Ca²⁺ intralayer ions, in agreement with Ref. [21].

Exchange of ions in the interlayer is considered by a semigrand canonical approach. The procedure is reminiscent of Ref. [40]. In that reference, however, the ions swapped have the same charge and can be swapped one-for-one. In the case of Cs, each hydrated Ca ion is swapped for two Cs ions. Concentrations between [0.5,8] Mol/kg were considered in the interlayer, i.e., exchanging none to all the hydrated Ca³⁺ ions. The nanopore surface was considered as a sink and source of ions. The chemical potential difference can be estimated as the average binding energies of surface Ca³⁺ and Cs⁺ ions in a nanopore model. The model described in Ref. [25] is used. This is a 2.483 nm C-S-H configuration containing a gel pore at 100% humidity.

In addition to the assumption that no charge transfer takes place, it was also assumed that the potential energy minima explain the thermodynamics of sorption. This assumption was validated by comparing results solely based on potential energy minima to approaches involving MD-based configuration sampling.

Here is the Monte Carlo procedure that was chosen for exchange in the C-S-H interlayer. Cs corresponds to Cs ions, while Cw corresponds to hydrated Ca ions:

(1) The system is minimized to a local potential energy minimum $E_{\text{before}}$.

(2) One of three moves is made:

(a) 40% of the moves: If at least one Cs and one Cw are present, the positions of a Cs and a Cw are exchanged.

(b) 30% of the moves: If at least two Cs are present, replace a Cs by a Cw and delete another Cs.

(c) 30% of the moves: If at least one Cw is present, replace a Cw by a Cs and add a Cs in a random position.

(3) The system is minimized to a local potential energy minimum $E_{\text{after}}$. $\Delta E = E_{\text{after}} - E_{\text{before}}$

(4) Accept or reject the move. Respectively:

(a) Use the standard Metropolis acceptance criteria.

(b) Accept with probability $P_{3 \text{Cs} \rightarrow \text{Cw}}$.

(c) Accept with probability $P_{\text{Cw} \rightarrow 2 \text{Cs}}$.

The probabilities for the swaps are as follows:

$$P_{\text{Cw} \rightarrow 2 \text{Cs}} = \left( \frac{2 \pi \beta}{h} \right)^{3/2} \frac{V N_{\text{Cw}}}{(N_{\text{Cs}} + 1)(N_{\text{Cs}} + 2)} e^{-\beta (\Delta E - \Delta \mu)}$$

$$P_{3 \text{Cs} \rightarrow \text{Cw}} = \left( \frac{2 \pi \beta}{h} \right)^{-3/2} \frac{N_{\text{Cs}}(N_{\text{Cs}} - 1)}{V(N_{\text{Cw}} + 1)} e^{-\beta (\Delta E + \Delta \mu)}$$

with $N_{\text{Cw}}$ and $N_{\text{Cs}}$ the initial atom number of Cw and Cs, $\Delta E = E_f - E_i$, and $\Delta \mu = 2 \mu_{\text{Cs}} - \mu_{\text{Cw}}$, the chemical potentials. $\beta$ is the inverse of the product of the temperature and the Boltzmann constant. In all simulations, the $\mu_{\text{Cw}}$ is set at $-100$ kCal/mol. 2500 Monte Carlo moves are attempted to equilibrate the system at 300 K and 0 Pa and 150 moves are attempted to measure the equilibrium concentrations of Cs and Cw.

In order to ensure that the potential energy minima captured the relevant thermodynamics, the procedure described above was modified, where structural relaxations were replaced by full molecular dynamics equilibration and sampling runs. $E_{\text{after}} - E_{\text{before}}$ was defined as the MD-generated free energy difference (using the free energy perturbation formalism). This modification did not lead to a significant change in the calculated sorption isotherms.

The C-S-H nanopore surface was considered as a sink and source of ions. While, exchange of Ca²⁺ for Cs¹⁺ in the interlayer has a large effect on the substrate structure and energetics, given its highly constrained nature, exchange of ions at the surface has small effects on the substrate structure and energetics. Thus, the chemical potentials can be estimated by calculating the binding energies of Ca³⁺. 2 to 20 Cs atoms are inserted in the nanopore. These correspond to concentrations of 0.02 to 0.2 Mol/L, which is on the high end of typical concentrations observed experimentally. To conserve the total charge, a Ca³⁺ is swapped for Cs¹⁺. 2 and Cs¹⁺ is inserted, in order to conserve the total charge of the system. In each case, a 1 ns NVT run and a 1 ns NPT run are performed to relax the system. The site potential energies are measured by averaging over 101 MD-generated configurations each separated by 1 ps.

D. Diffusion of Cs in C-S-H

The semi-grand-canonical procedure provides information about equilibrium uptake of Cs in cement paste but not about equilibration timescales. The diffusion of Cs in the C-S-H grain
is a limiting factor. The ion must find a pathway starting at the surface and diffuse through the interlayer. In principle, the diffusivity of Cs ions in C-S-H can be extracted from MD runs. However, our longest simulations—2 ns—led to Cs diffusion of a few Å. In other words, the Cs ions are trapped in local minima and jumps from one minimum to another are rare events. We solve this multiple timescale problem using transition-state theory. The energy difference $\Delta E_p$ between the potential energy minima and the saddle points gives the escape time out of a basin:

$$\tau = \tau_0 e^{\beta \Delta E_p}, \tag{3}$$

where $\tau_0$ is a prefactor inversely proportional to an attempt frequency $\nu_0$, $\beta$ is the inverse of the product of the temperature and the Boltzmann constant. In order to identify the minima and saddle-points, single-ended saddle-point searches are performed; specifically, the activation relaxation technique nouveau (ARTn) [41–44] is chosen. Starting from a potential energy minimum, ARTn is able to autonomously sample the transition states connected to this minimum. ARTn has successfully been used to study diffusion and complex structural relaxation in metals [45,46], alloys [47,47], semiconductors [48–50] and amorphous solids [51]. An energy landscape exploration strategy is followed, where 1500 events with a global barrier—relative to the global minimum—smaller than a threshold are accepted. The maximum global displacement of Cs ions in each 1500-event trajectory is calculated. $\tau_0$ for each transition state is determined using the Vineyard equation [52]. A value of 1.5 THz is obtained. This value is lower than the standard 10 THz prefactor. This is mainly explained by the large mass of Cs.

During ARTn searches, displacements were allowed on all atoms in the system, but the initial random deformations were centered on Cs ions. This means that trajectories involving elaborate reorganization of atoms far away from the Cs ions were ignored. As a consequence, the diffusion times calculated in our study are an effective upper bound, as some faster pathways involving these reorganizations may not have been explored.

1. The system is minimized to a local potential energy minimum $E_{LM}$.
2. If $E_{LM} < E_{GM}$, set $E_{GM} = E_{LM}$ ($E_{GM}$ is the current estimate of the system’s global minimum potential energy).
3. Generate an event using ARTn with saddle point energy $E_{SP}$.
4. If $E_{SP} - E_{GM} < E_{\text{threshold}}$, accept the event. Otherwise, reject it.

Using this procedure, a trajectory is generated with an overall barrier lower than a set threshold. Inspection of Eq. (1)—in the main paper—indicates that this corresponds to an overall upper bound on a waiting time.

E. Effect on mechanical properties (nano- and mesoscale)

The effects of Cs exchange with hydrated Ca in the interlayer on the mechanical properties of individual C-S-H grains are investigated. After MD relaxation, the bulk and shear moduli are calculated at 0 K. Volume expansion is measured at 300 K.

Since mesoscopic mechanical properties of C-S-H arise from grain-grain interactions, a multiple length-scale approach is needed to properly assess the effects of Cs$^+$ sorption. Two effects, (1) the volume expansion of C-S-H grains and (2) the concentration of Cs$^+$ in the pores of cement are considered by (1) increasing the particle size by 0.2 to 5% and (2) by evaluating the potential of mean force (pmf) between C-S-H grains in the presence of Cs$^+$.

Ioannidou’s et al. mesoscale C-S-H model [53,54] was used to calculate the mesoscale expansive pressure generated by single C-S-H grain swelling, due to Cs adsorption in the interlayer. This length of the cubic simulation box is 390.36 nm, containing 177 975 particles. The interactions are modeled using Lennard-Jones (24/12) interaction potentials, calibrated to data from atomistic simulations and experiments [53,55]. These models capture structural and mechanical heterogeneities, emerging from the precipitation of C-S-H grains in confined space, and they reproduce a number of experimental properties such as pore size distributions and elastic moduli [54,55]. In order to calculate the residual stress due to swelling, all particle radii are inflated by the specified amount instantaneously from the original quenched configuration. After a first minimization to relax the large force contacts as a result of instantaneous swelling, MD relaxation of 25 000 steps at room temperature ($T = 0.00015$ in reduced units) are performed for each inflated configuration. These configurations are then relaxed by energy minimization using the conjugate gradient algorithm. Then the residual pressures are measured with respect to the original eigenstress before swelling. It is likely that Cs adsorption would be more important in C-S-H grains close to the pore network of cement. These grains can be identified via their packing fraction. Grains with their coordination numbers in the lowest 10% quantile are considered to neighbor a pore. Simulations where only those grains are inflated were performed. This reduces the overall expansive pressure in the system, compared to scenarios where all grains are expanded.

The simulations presented here suggest that, on average, Cs preferentially adsorbs in the C-S-H interlayer at the concentrations of interest for nuclear waste repository, at equilibrium. Nonetheless, it is probable that a fraction of the Cs may be present at the pore solution of cement paste, either because the system is out of equilibrium or because of local heterogeneities. This Cs at the pore solution in the gel pores will influence the potential of mean force (pmf) between C-S-H grains [56]. The effect of Cs concentration on these interactions was estimated using the so-called primitive model [57,58]. The surface charge was set at 0.02 $e$/Å$^2$. A total of 81 Ca$^{2+}$ ions were initially added to the system. Then a fraction of the Ca$^{2+}$ was replaced by Cs. Hydrated Ca$^{2+}$ and Cs$^+$ radii were set at 3.0 Å and 2.5 Å, respectively. Relative permittivity was set at 10.

III. RESULTS

A. Sorption of Cs in C-S-H

In Figs. 2 and 3, the site binding energies of the Cs$^+$ and hydrated Ca$^{2+}$ ions are reported. In the C-S-H interlayer, higher Cs$^+$ concentrations lead to larger Cs$^+$ site energies and to smaller Ca$^{2+}$ site energies. At the nanopore surface, trends...
are less systematic, although it is observed that higher Cs\(^+\) concentrations lead to larger Cs\(^+\) site energies and to stable Ca\(^{2+}\) site energies.

The exchange isotherms in the C-S-H interlayer are plotted in Fig. 4. Each point represents an average over C-S-H configurations with a similar Ca/Si ratio before Cs uptake. Three features are observed. First, each set reveals a threshold potential, situated between \(\Delta \mu' = 2\mu_{Cs^+} - \mu_{Ca^{2+}} = [120, 140]\) kCal/mol. Second, as \(\Delta \mu'\) further increases, the proportion of Cs in C-S-H increases and saturates as \(\Delta \mu'\) nears 220 kCal/mol. Third, as the Ca/Si ratio of the initial C-S-H structure is increased, the \(\Delta \mu'\) necessary to reach a given Cs uptake increases. The chemical potentials estimated at the nanopore surface are plotted in the inset of Fig. 4. The threshold potential is at \(\Delta \mu' = 152.8\) kCal/mol, and the maximum nanopore uptake considered here is achieved at

\[\Delta \mu' = 161.1\) kCal/mol. These calculations indicate that Cs\(^+\) adsorption happens preferentially in the interlayer until interlayer concentration reaches 0.19 Mol/kg and preferentially happens at the nanopore surface at higher concentrations.

B. Diffusion of Cs in C-S-H

The results for diffusion of Cs in C-S-H are presented in Fig. 5. Two main features are observed. First, there is an important variability of Cs diffusion from one sample to another. In some cases, Cs displacements were limited to a few Angstroms and reached up to 3 nm in other cases. No clear dependence of Cs displacements on C-S-H composition was observed. Second, the overall Cs displacements decrease as the activation barrier threshold is decreased. Cesium displacements as large as 1 nm are observed in simulation involving \(23.06\) kCal/mol or less. If one considers 1 nm as a minimal threshold for

![FIG. 2. The average site binding energies of Cs\(^+\) in the C-S-H interlayer and at the nanopore surface.](image)

![FIG. 3. The average site binding energies of Ca\(^{2+}\) in the C-S-H interlayer and at the nanopore surface.](image)

![FIG. 4. Exchange isotherms of Cs and Ca in C-S-H interlayer—300 K. Each symbol corresponds to an average over configurations with similar Ca/Si ratios before Cs uptake. Inset: chemical potential estimated by averaging binding energies of ions at a C-S-H nanopore surface.](image)

![FIG. 5. The maximum Cs displacement observed in ARTn runs in C-S-H. These runs are set to accept ARTn events with an overall activation barrier lower than a preset threshold and reject those with a higher activation barrier.](image)
It can be seen that Cs diffusion is mostly accommodated by water and hydroxide reorganization and that atoms in the oxide layers are displaced by small quantities.

diffusion, it implies a barrier of 23.06 kCal/mol as a lower bound for Cs diffusion. No clear trend is observed between Ca/Si ratios and Cs diffusion.

The overall activation energy for Cs can be estimated by subtracting the difference in site energy of Cs atoms on the pore surface and within the interlayer (1 kCal/mol, according to our calculations) from the bulk activation barrier, for an overall activation barrier of 22.06 kCal/mol. The characteristic time for each Cs jump during sorption is thus of the order of two hours at room temperature. Since sorption involves a few tens of these jumps, the overall characteristic sorption time is of the order of a few days. This computational result is consistent with the experimental results of Pointeau, and Li and Pang [15, 18], which found a sorption time of about one day.

In Fig. 6, the total square displacement of all atoms, summed over all the ARTn runs, is plotted. Cs, water, and hydroxide molecules exhibit much larger squared displacements than the atoms forming oxide layers. In Fig. 7, the position of the Cs atoms, perpendicular to the C-S-H basal plane, is plotted. Each point represents one ARTn step. In two of the simulations, the Cs atom was initially placed in the oxide plane. It rapidly diffused out to the hydrated interlayer. Cs diffuses exclusively through the hydrated interlayers and never through the oxide—tobermorite-type—planes. The vast majority of Cs displacement is accommodated by displacements of water and hydroxides groups, while Ca (both in the oxide and the hydrated interlayers) and Si displacements are very limited.

C. Presence of Cs in the pore solution: Effect on intergranular binding

The results are plotted in Fig. 8. If one replaces 10% of the Ca$^{2+}$ by Cs$^+$, the qualitative shape of the potential of mean force is preserved, but the binding energy is reduced by 6.5%. The effect of such a reduction in effective interaction between C-S-H grains in conjunction with grain swelling was investigated via the mesoscale model, as described in the

FIG. 6. Total squared displacement of each atomic specie over all the ARTn runs. It can be seen that Cs diffusion is mostly accommodated by water and hydroxide reorganization and that atoms in the oxide layers are displaced by small quantities.

FIG. 7. The Z coordinates of Cs atoms in all the ARTn runs. The Z direction is perpendicular to the basal plane of C-S-H. The gap between the Cs positions correspond to the oxide—tobermorite-type—planes.
FIG. 8. Potential of mean force of two C-S-H grains with a 0.02 $e/\AA^2$ surface charge. Calculations are done using the so-called primitive model. As cesium replaces calcium in the system, the depth of the free energy well decreases.

methodology and in the following section. The general effect of this reduction in the magnitude of the attractive energy well is to reduce the overall expansive pressure created by grain swelling.

D. Effect on mechanical properties

The effects of Cs exchange with hydrated Ca in the interlayer on the mechanical properties of individual C-S-H grains are investigated (Fig. 9). After MD relaxation, the bulk and shear moduli are calculated at 0 K. Volume expansion is measured at 300 K.

Figure 4(a) shows significant volume expansion that increases linearly with Cs uptake. This is consistent with changes in the basal distances measured by x-ray diffraction after exposure of C-S-H to CsCl and CsOH [9]. In Fig. 4(b), the bulk modulus decreases at Cs concentrations larger than 1 mol/kg. The Cs uptake does not have a systematic effect on the shear modulus of C-S-H as shown in Fig. 4(c). The change in mechanical properties, for a given Cs uptake, has a weak dependence on the Ca/Si ratio (more details in the Supplemental Material [30]).

Figure 4(d) shows the expansive mesoscale pressure of cement paste in four scenarios. Considering the presence of Cs$^+$ in the pore solution or limiting adsorption to grains near the pore reduces the expansive pressure. In typical repository conditions—Cs$^+$ concentrations well below 0.1 mol/kg—all mesoscale expansive pressures evaluated are of the order of 0–4 MPa, well within the elastic regime of C-S-H.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The nanoscale models suggests that interlayer adsorption of Cs in C-S-H significantly contributes to overall Cs sorption. These sites are generally preferred over nanopore surface sites at the concentrations of interest for repositories. C-S-H with low Ca/Si ratios generally sorb more Cs than C-S-H with high Ca/Si ratios, in accordance with Refs. [7,11,14,15], but in contradiction to Ref. [16]. Even though structures with high Ca/Si are more amorphous, electrostatic considerations favor sorption in C-S-H with low Ca/Si. These findings are valid within the limits of the C-S-H structural models and force fields used in this study.

Our calculations suggest that concentrations of Cs in the C-S-H grain reach equilibrium in a day or so at room temperature, which validates typical experimental protocols. It should be noted that the activation barriers calculated here are well below those found in Refs. [20,21]. As explained in Ref. [20], these barriers are much too high to account for experimentally observed diffusion. In fact, using a similar protocol used in these studies—using the NEB method—we found similarly large barriers. The ARTn generated trajectories with lower overall barriers than the NEB. Inspection of the ARTn trajectories suggests that water and hydroxide molecules are reconfigured during concerted activated events, involving small displacements of hydrated Ca ions. These reconfigurations facilitate the diffusion of Cs ions, notably by providing them more effective electrostatic screening. More generally, these calculations are a proof of principle that open-ended saddle-search methods—such as ARTn—can be used to generate physically realistic trajectories in C-S-H over experimental timescales.
Interestingly, the attempt frequency is close to the standard prefactor—$10^{12}$ THz—once accounting for the large mass of Cs. Likewise, our semigrand canonical Monte Carlo results indicate that the system is largely driven by its potential energy landscape. This justifies the use of a saddle-search method based on the exploration of the potential energy surface. This may come as a surprise, given the complexity of the C-S-H interlayer. Finally, it should be noted that this study ignored the contributions of quantum effects, such as zero-point motion and tunneling. Given the abundance of hydrogen in the model, these effects could be substantial.

The numerical model suggests that C-S-H is stable after insertion of Cs in its interlayer, and that its mechanical properties are largely preserved. Nanoscale grain expansion is to be expected by Cs uptake, but this leads to relatively little mesoscale expansive pressure.

The tobermorite-type planes in our models do not fragment when exposed to Cs. This contradicts the observations reported in Ref. [9]. These experimental results may be caused by drying the samples before characterization. Moreover, the Ca/Si ratios used in Ref. [9] are lower than 1.0, while the models presented here have Ca/Si ratios greater than 1.0. Finally, it is possible that our model failed to capture this phenomenon because of the limitations of CSH-FF.

Cs-137 beta radiation interaction with C-S-H was ignored in this study, since the CSH-FF potential cannot treat the ensuing physical chemistry. It leads to significant hydrolysis [59], in cement pores and—to a lesser extent—in the interlayer, which could affect mechanical, chemical, and transport properties of the paste. The methods presented here, including semigrand canonical Monte Carlo, ARTn, and mesoscopic models could be coupled to electronic structure calculations to further characterize the properties of C-S-H grains under such irradiation.
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